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Where to start?
Pigeons once paired will stay with each other for life, which is why, when 
a homing pigeon is released, it will strive to be beside its partner again as 
quickly as possible. So during February and close to Valentines Day I thought 
they were a fitting Bird of the Month. However this booklet could be called 
“In Love and War”

There is no zoological difference between a Dove and a Pigeon.  It was 
Charles Darwins, passion for pigeons which sparked his interest in his theory 
of heredity.  He stated that he was fully convinced that all pigeons and doves 
are descendants of the Rock Dove Columba Livia.  There are 316 species of 
pigeons and doves.

Pigeons are considered to be one of the most intelligent birds on the planet, 
able to undertake tasks previously thought to be the sole preserve of humans 
and primates. The pigeon has also been found to pass the ‘mirror test’ (able 
to recognise its reflection).  They have featured in numerous experiments in 
comparative psychology, They can remember hundreds of individual images 
for several years. They can be taught relatively complex actions and response 
sequences, and can learn to make responses in many different sequences. They 
can also recognise all 26 letters of the English language as well as being able 
to conceptualise. 

They can apparently be trained to 
discriminate between paintings by Picasso 
and Monet, they were later able to generalise 
and correctly identify paintings of the two 
painters not previously shown to them.  . 



They have been our co-workers, 
delivering messages, helping during 
wartime, a source of food, a sport and 
obsession, a suitable religious sacrifice, 
winged messengers through the ages, 
relaying results for the Olympic games, 
football games and examinations. 
They have helped us unravel some of 
the mysteries of genetics and navigation. Pigeons are similar to many birds in 
society, on the edge, unnoticed, yet vital in history of civilisation.  

Breeding  - The pigeon mates for life and can breed up to 8 times a year with 
two young each time. The frequency of breeding is dictated by the abundance 
of food. Pigeon eggs take 18/19 days to hatch with both parents incubating 
the eggs. Young dependant pigeons are commonly known as ‘squabs’. Both 
parents feed the young with a special ‘pigeon milk’ that is regurgitated and 
fed to the squabs. Each squab can double its birth weight in one day but takes 
4 days for the eyes to open. They are around 2 months of age when they are 
ready to fledge. 

Navigation - A 10-year study carried out by Oxford University concluded that 
pigeons use roads and motorways to navigate, in some cases even changing 
direction at motorway junctions. Other theories include navigation by use of 
the earth’s magnetic field, visual clues such as landmarks, the sun and even 
infrasounds.

Speed - Whilst the bird with the greatest airspeed velocity is the Peregrine 
falcon, able to exceed 200 mph in its hunting dives.  The fastest self-powered 
horizontal speed is achieved by Racing Pigeons. They can fly 800 miles in a 
single day, and they have been recorded flying at 125 miles per hour, making 
them the birds with the fastest speed ever recorded on a self-powered flight, 
and the fastest endurance flight.



Poetry
William Wordsworth - O Nightingale! thou surely art

O Nightingale! thou surely art 
A creature of a “fiery heart”
These notes of thine--they pierce and pierce;
Tumultuous harmony and fierce!
Thou sing’st as if the God of wine
Had helped thee to a Valentine;
A song in mockery and despite
Of shades, and dews, and silent night;
And steady bliss, and all the loves
Now sleeping in these peaceful groves.
I heard a Stock-dove sing or say
His homely tale, this very day;
His voice was buried among trees,
Yet to be come at by the breeze:
He did not cease; but cooed--and cooed;
And somewhat pensively he wooed:
He sang of love, with quiet blending,
Slow to begin, and never ending;
Of serious faith, and inward glee;
That was the song -- the song for me!

“The brassy wood-pigeons Bubble their colourful voices, and the sun 
Rises upon a world well-tried and old.”
— Ted Hughes - 1967 ‘Stealing Trout on a May Morning’

Doves are also mentioned in Locksley Hall, The gardeners Daughter 
and Maud.  By Alfred Lord Tennison.



  People
 A pigeon silently flies through the air; there is no wave  that indicates 
its use, nothing that indicates its point of  departure or destination.

“Men may be taught to shoot, fire gun or drill, but” as Charels Darwin 
says in the Origin of Species, ‘‘It takes years to become a successful 
pigeon fancier.” 

 

The breeding of pigeons was a craze in Victorian England, one
that crossed class lines, attracting enthusiasts ranging from miners and 
weavers to Queen Victoria. When Darwin began studying and breeding 
pigeons in 1856, he soon became an enthusiast. 

Although his study of pigeons informed The origin of Species it is more 
evident in The Variation of Animals and Plants Under Domestication. 
Whrer there are  long and beautifully illustrated sections on pigeons.



The oldest recorded pigeon was a red checker cock called Kaiser. 

He was born in 1917 and died in 1949 at the age of 32 ½.  Kaiser was 
a German war pigeon captured by the Americans in 1918 and used by 
them for breeding.

The New York Times February 24, 1946 (Kaiser is 29)

“Technically, Kaiser could be called a traitor to the Imperial Crown of 
Germany. A soldier of fortune, he has served under two flags in two 
international wars.”

kaiser



Martha

The last passenger pigeon.  Also the second oldest pigeon recorded.  
She hatched in a Cincinnati zoo in 1885 and died on the 1st September 
at 1pm in 1914, aged 29.  Her death marked the tragic extinction of the 
Passenger Pigeon.   

Early  settlers of America frequently mentioned passenger pigeons 
in their writings. Samuel de Champlain in 1605 reported "countless 
numbers," 
Gabriel Sagard-Theodat wrote of "infinite multitudes," 
Cotton Mather described a flock as being about a mile in width and 
taking several hours to pass overhead. 

By the early 1900s no wild passenger pigeons could be found. They had 
been hunted to extinction. 

https://ramblingatthebridgehead.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/ravens-by-r-s-thomas/


The organiser and commander of 
the first Carrier Pigeon Service 
in the British Army was Lt Col 
A H Osman One of his pigeons, 
‘little hope’ made 153 trips in three 
years of war service in all types 
of weather without a mistake. He 
wrote the book Pigeons in the Great 
War:

A Complete History of the Carrier 
Pigeon Service during the Great War, 
1914 to 1918. At the end of WW1 150 
British mobile lofts, were in active 
service There were also stationary or 
fixed lofts, and  a series of lofts along 
the coast from Newcastle-on-Tyne to 
Hastings.

In WW2 the UK alone had  250,000 pigeons



The most famous of the Carrier pigeon from World War One was 
“Cher Ami” On October 3, 1918, Major Charles White Whittlesey with 
more than 194 men of the 77th Infantry Division was stranded behind 
enemy lines without ammunition or provisions. They made a number of 
efforts to communicate with division headquarters. All attempts were 
unsuccessful.  Numerous pigeons carrying messages were released and 
each was detrimentally wounded or killed during flight.  Cher Ami, 
the last bird, was released with a note, written on onion paper, in a 
canister on her left leg, the Germans opened fire, she was shot down but 
managed to take flight again.  She arrived at her loft 25 miles away in 
just 25 minutes, she had been shot through the breast, blinded in one eye 
and had a leg hanging only by a tendon.  She was awarded the Croix de 
Guerre Medal with a palm Oak Leaf Cluster for her heroic service in 
delivering 12 important messages in Verdun.  

She died at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, on June 13, 1919 from the 
wounds she received in battle. She received a gold medal from the 
Organized Bodies of American Racing Pigeon Fanciers.  Originally 
registered as a Black Check cock, Cher Ami was in fact a Blue Check, 
Hen discovered after death (during taxidermy). 

cher Ami 



President Wilson 

USA-18-16374.   
9T-pattern Black  

Engaging the enemy on the 5th November, 1918, President Wilson’s 
unit the 78th Infantry near Grandpre during the Meuse-Argonne 
Offensive, became cut off from the Division.  

They released him to request artillery support.   He rose above the 
opposing lines, the German soldiers opened fire, peppering him with 
bullets, wounded in the breast and with one leg shot away, he still 
found his way through fog to his loft at Cuizy in record time, under 25 
minutes.  President Wilson died on June 8, 1929 having saved the lives 
of many American soldiers



Pilots Luck

3608 N.U.R.P 17 F 
Colour: Blue 

In service of the Air Force he brought back valuable information 
from airmen 200 miles out at sea, the message stated “seaplane badly 
damaged”  giving the position of the aircraft.  The Pigeon returned to 
base in Yarmouth to deliver its message within 5 hours.   

The message ran “down on water with engine trouble, being attacked 
by three enemy machines”  This was the first intimation of danger 
received.  



The Mocker

 Colour: Speckled

He flew 52 missions and was wounded on his last mission, losing his 
left eye and part of his cranium.  He was awarded the "Distinguished 
Service Cross," as well as the French "Croix De Guerre."    

On September 12, 1918, from Beaumont, France, he arrived bearing 
a message of great importance, giving the location of enemy heavy 
batteries.    This information enabled the American artillery to silence 
the enemy's guns within twenty minutes and save many lives .  Mocker 
was one of the last WWI pigeons to die in 1937 



Colour: Chequered Red  

 On 15 August 1917, the ‘Nelson’ was attacked by a German mine-
laying submarine UC63.    

In the ensuing battle Tom Crisp, skipper of the ‘Nelson’ Lying mortally 
wounded on the deck,  his last act was to scribbled a hasty message 
before he died, this was carried it to a vessel in the vicinity and help 
was sent to the gallant trawler crew all of whom were rescued.   This 
was considered one of the most fortunate and meritorious performances 
in the naval service.  

crisp VC



Bestiary
In the Aberdeen Bestiary there is a very 
long account of the Dove as well as other 
members of the pigeon family.  

The Dove is often representative and the 
most common symbol of the Holy Spirit. 
Pigeons and doves are mentioned more than any other bird in the bible.  
There is an account of three doves, the doves of Noah, David and Jesus 
Christ. Noah represents peace; David, the mighty hand; Jesus, salvation. 
The dove is the grace of the Holy Spirit, which was seen to descend 
upon Jesus in Jordan.

The Aberdeen Bestiary also says that Pigeon fanciers place images of 
the most beautiful pigeons in places where they flock, to catch the birds' 
eye, so that they may produce babies which look like them. It is for this 
reason that people order pregnant women not to look at animals with 
very ugly countenances. 

Doves appear nearly 50 times in Scripture: including as appropriate 
sacrifices to bring to the Lord (Lev. 14:22), as symbols of flight, safety, 
and rest (Ps. 55:6), of faithful love (Song 1:15), of purity and perfection 
(Song 5:2, 6:9), of new life and joy (Song 2:12), of repentant mourning 
(Is. 38:14), of returning to the Lord (Jer. 8:7), and of simplicity and 
innocence (Matt. 10:16). 

Doves are also commonly shown with saints St Agnes with a dove 
bearing a ring, St Gregory dove on shoulder whilst writing, St Columba 
(latin for dove) , St Scholastic soul ascended as a dove, St David 
dove on shoulder, St Francis tamed the wild doves. There are many 
wonderful stories which I will have to leave until another time.



Just to scratch the surface here, Pigeon images have been found beside 
the figurines of the goddess, dating from the Bronze Age (2400-1500 
BC) in Sumerian Mesopotamia. Worship of the goddess and her bird 
spread to Crete, here she was depicted with doves on her head, and in 
Cyprus on Roman coins perching on the temple roof-tops. In the Greco-
Roman classical world Aphrodite (Venus) regarded as the goddess of 
love to whom pigeon offerings were made, while Demeter (Ceres) 
another version of the Mother Goddess, sometimes uses the dove 
symbol. 

An early Greek coin shows Zeus standing between trees on which the 
birds are perched. 

A Greek legend tells of the sacred oak grove where Zeus (Jupiter) and 
his dove-priestesses made oracular interpretations based on the flight 
and behaviour of birds.  Only the pigeon with its innate homing instinct 
could be relied upon to return without fail, particularly when used 
covertly as a messenger. 

There is one among many folk tales which stated that the devil can 
change into any form except that of a dove.

Mythology



If you would like to see some more of my work including original 
paintings, drawings, printmaking and greetings cards please visit my 

website www.suzysharpeartist.com
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